[Insulin-like growth factor 1 regulates collagen synthesis of periodontal ligament cells by a mechanism involving inhibition of poly(ADP-ribose) synthesis].
To investigate the effect of IGF1 on collagen synthesis of PDL cells and the intracellular mechanism of IGF1 action on collagen synthesis. Cultured human periodontal ligament cells were used, collagen synthesis, lactate production, PADPR synthesis and PADPR synthetase activity under the action of IGF1 at various concentration for 16 hours were analysed. (1) IGF1 stimulates collagen synthesis of cultured PDL cell. (2) IGF1 increases lactate production of PDL cells, which can be negated by 2-DG. (3) IGF1 decreases PADPR synthesis through inhibiting PADPR synthetase activity of PDL cells. (4) exogenous NAD+ attenuates stimulated collagen synthesis by IGF1 on PDL cells. IGF1 stimulates collagen synthesis of PDL cells through inhibiting PADPR synthesis by acting at increasing lactate production which lowers intracellular NAD+ level and at suppressing PADPR synthetase activity. It strongly suggests that PADPR is an intracellular mediator of IGF1 action on collagen synthesis.